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THE FUTURE OF BRANDS

The world has never been more divided, and
brands cannot afford to sit on the fence

anymore. Brands that have the courage to put
themselves on the line will get rewarded.

RAFAEL DONATO, DAVID THE AGENCY



ABOUT THE
RESEARCH
 

I interviewed 10 professionals about

brand activism, the concept of brands

taking stands on controversial issues. I

asked about trends, drivers,

consequences, successful and

unsuccessful cases, and the future of

brand activism.

 

These professionals work in advertising,

marketing, public relations, and brand

strategy.

 

I interviewed 9/10 of these professionals

before COVID-19, and their answers

foreshadowed the future of brands.



RESEARCH QUESTIONS
 Why/how is corporate social responsibility evolving? How do some of

the recent examples of brand activism fit into this general trend? 

What are the expectations and incentives of various stakeholder groups

that encourage or discourage companies regarding actively taking

stances on social issues?  

What issues/concepts should companies speak out about? What’s

considered too far/risky and what’s not enough?

Does brand activism actually help the company in tangible ways (profit,

more consumers, reputation, etc.)? What happens if they stay silent? 

Does taking a stance on topics actually produce positive change in

politics, communities, for the public, etc.?



RESEARCH
OUTLINE
KEY DISCUSSION
POINTS

Definitions of Brand Activism

Who Engages in Brand Activism

Drivers of Brand Activism

Types of Issues

Consequences and Risks

Impact of Brand Activism

Successful/Unsuccessful Cases

Authenticity

The Future of Brand Activism

Implications for the Future

Summary

Limitations

Thank You



WHAT IS BRAND
ACTIVISM?



BRAND ACTIVISM IS
TAKING ACTION ON
ISSUES THAT MATTER.

Brands "have the

power to make

changes that

people want to

see in the world."

"Action and

accountability are

becoming bigger

aspects of brand

activism than simply

a statement of

values or purpose."

It's about brands

"lending their

voice and having

a position" on

issues relevant to

the brand and

high in the public

consciousness.



WHO ENGAGES IN
BRAND ACTIVISM?



Companies "founded on

purpose with purpose"

PURPOSE
NATIVES



BRANDS
TARGETING
MILLENNIALS &
GENERATION Z
"It is definitely a safe space for

them to come out on any number

of political issues just given that

the group is so vocal and so

demanding that these

companies take a stand."

https://unsplash.com/photos/mL19pj3_5Iw


Almost any brand can speak out if

it is unpredictably pulled into an

issue. Think tiki torches during the

white supremacist marches in

Charlottesville, VA.

BRANDS PULLED
INTO ISSUES



CEOS HAVE
POWERFUL
VOICES TOO
CEO activism amplifies brand

activism and draws attention.

When leadership is on board, it

ensures a long-term view of the

company and adds credibility.

https://unsplash.com/photos/fw1uaNHTVcE


DRIVERS OF
BRAND ACTIVISM



THE CONSUMER
IS BOSS
Brands can deepen relationships

and emotional connections with

their consumers. Because consumers

have the choice to buy or not to

buy, they pick the brands with

values that align with their own.

https://unsplash.com/photos/c9FQyqIECds


THE
GENERATION OF
THE FUTURE
Brand activism is "a cultural

change driven largely by young

people for brands to do better.”

It's simply not good enough for

brands to do no harm.

https://unsplash.com/photos/So6YckShOVA


THE RISE OF
SOCIAL MEDIA
Welcome to a world where

conversation happens 24/7. 

 

"Corporations and CEOs

can directly express their

opinions without censorship.

Social media opened the

possibility of brand activism."

https://unsplash.com/photos/6lcT2kRPvnI


YOU CAN'T
IGNORE THE
VOICE OF YOUR
EMPLOYEES
"They're going to take drastic

measures that prevent your

business from running if you don't

listen to them and directly address

what they're concerned about."

https://unsplash.com/photos/QckxruozjRg


"Because we are not seeing

governments or other institutions

taking action on issues like climate

change, people are turning to brands

who do have the voices to make that

change and create support."

DISTRUST IN THE
GOVERNMENT

https://unsplash.com/photos/2pxjS57_axE


RAISE
AWARENESS
ABOUT ISSUES
There's no shortage of pressing

issues facing the world. Brands

and their stakeholders are

affected by these problems too.

https://unsplash.com/photos/tyfI3RGqL7Y


ISSUES IN BRAND
ACTIVISM



SAFER ISSUES TO TALK ABOUT

ENVIRONMENTAL

ISSUES

ISSUES RELATED

TO THE BUSINESS

LGBTQIA ISSUES

https://unsplash.com/photos/pF_2lrjWiJE
https://unsplash.com/photos/owiVf9bFKHM
https://unsplash.com/photos/hpjSkU2UYSU


HOWEVER...

TODAY, EVERYTHING IS
CONTROVERSIAL.

"Brand activism has become more right or

left of center, picking those issues that are

potentially divisive and those that have to

be engaged with today more often than

not because people are being asked to

pick a side."



WHAT MATTERS MORE
IS HOW YOU TALK
ABOUT THE ISSUE.

"It's less about the

issue or the nature of

the issue and more

about whether the

company actually has

something to

contribute on that

issue."

"There isn’t necessarily a

subject too taboo or too

touchy not to talk about.

But I think it could be

insensitive if you don’t

have a seat at the table

or relevance to being a

part of the conversation."

"In today’s day and

age, I don’t think

anything is off limits

as long as it’s

properly researched

and vetted."



CONSEQUENCES
AND RISKS OF

BRAND ACTIVISM



WHO ARE YOUR CONSUMERS? 
WHAT ARE THEIR VALUES?
"You will probably deepen loyalty with an authentic purpose and statement that

needs to be made at a time when your consumers feel voiceless, but you will run

the risk at the same time that you're going to lose the other half. You've got to

be willing to take that gamble. And that's the real risk—that you miscalculated."

https://unsplash.com/photos/e3oE-l-rtpA


ACCEPT THE
BACKLASH
Brands need to make sure that

all stakeholders are aligned on

the reality that you are taking

the long-term view and not

doing it for short-term gain.

https://unsplash.com/photos/5gGcn2PRrtc


If you can't get your stakeholders

to feel as passionate about your

brand as you do, then that's

where your brand will fall short.

BRANDS NEED
PASSION

https://unsplash.com/photos/pjwbiuwXy00


DON'T PRETEND
AND DON'T BE
FAKE
Brand activism "offers some

possibility for companies to want

to purpose wash or green wash

their campaigns. People can see

through disingenuous campaigns."

https://unsplash.com/photos/a1Lm99Kkqtg


With access to the news any time

of the day, conversation on social

media is also happening around

the clock. Brands need to be sure

they're closely monitoring what

people are saying about them.

24/7 NEWS
CYCLE

https://unsplash.com/photos/FVtG38Cjc_k


IMPACT OF BRAND
ACTIVISM ON

SOCIETY



"If a brand can get its

consumers to be more active on

an issue that matters to that

brand, I think that’s a success."

BRANDS CAN
RAISE 
AWARENESS

https://unsplash.com/photos/xH8_bSnpH5Q


CEOS HOLD THE
PURSE STRINGS
CEOs of the largest companies have

close connections and big pockets. 

 

"It is impossible to ignore these

incredibly powerful and resource-

rich people and organizations."

https://unsplash.com/photos/8lnbXtxFGZw


Brands can speak out on issues

that affect them. Especially with

the backing of their own CEOs, it's

hard for them to be ignored.

IMPACT ON
PUBLIC POLICY

https://unsplash.com/photos/ls8Kc0P9hAA


SUCCESSES AND
FAILURES OF

BRAND ACTIVISM



NIKE: 
JUST DID IT

https://unsplash.com/photos/6fIL-DqVNiU


NIKE TOOK A BOLD,
VISIBLE STAND THAT WAS
A CALCULATED RISK.

Nike’s deep

commitment to

corporate purpose

and social purpose

gave it the credibility

and authenticity to

be bold on these

social issues.

Nike leaned into

issues that its

consumers cared

about and was

willing to engage in

dialogue that was

shocking and risky.

Because Nike looked to

culture to see what

people were talking

about, it was able to

“tap into those cultural

conversations to shine

a light on things” that it

has been involved in.



OTHER SUCCESSFUL CASES

Lyft and

donations to the

ACLU

Aerie and

#AerieREAL

campaign

Dick's Sporting

Goods and the end

of the sale of

assault weapons 



PEPSI AND
PROTESTS:
NOT AN
IDEAL MIX
Pepsi, a beverage brand, didn't

have a right to participate in a

conversation that dealt with

protests spurred by the Black Lives

Matter movement, especially when

it used Kendall Jenner as the star

of the advertisement.



STARBUCKS
SHOULD STICK
TO COFFEE
A company shouldn't try to start a

dialogue with customers about race

relations when it isn't diverse itself. 

 

"If you’re going to come out with a

stance about diversity and inclusion, I

think you need to look internally to see if

your company lives up to the values that

you’re trying to express outward."

https://unsplash.com/photos/zMNaLdiZ2_I


AUTHENTICITY
IN BRAND
ACTIVISM



Before stepping into an issue, make sure

your own internal policies align with what

you're saying.

 

"You as a company need to have very

clearly defined values and then you have to

be prepared to stand up and defend them

for consistency and authenticity."

MAKE SURE YOUR
OWN HOUSE IS
IN ORDER

https://unsplash.com/photos/nNMBa7Y1Ymk


DIVERSITY IN
THE OFFICE
Diversity of opinion and diversity of

background facilitate the creation

of a genuine campaign. Your

company must internally reflect a

diverse audience to reach them.

https://unsplash.com/photos/98uYQ-KupiE


WILLINGNESS
TO TAKE A
STAND
MATTERS
"I think when you show that you took a

risk, people respect that, especially

when you know you could lose

something but be okay with the loss.

When you can stand for something

without a number on it, that takes

courage. That’s what activism is."

https://unsplash.com/photos/Oalh2MojUuk


"Generally, companies don’t have the

license to be a leading authority on

social issues. But their voice and their

marketing power is incredibly useful.

They just shouldn’t do it alone."

 

Partner with organizations that have

been in the space for a long time.

DON'T TAKE A
STAND ALONE

https://unsplash.com/photos/42PjSaZCwP8


“If you're participating in a conversation inauthentically or aren’t willing to

actually make the change in the world, you actually stand to lose more than if

you've never participated in that conversation at all.” 

 

No one will trust the brand or give them credit if it is seen as inauthentic.

Although there is a lot of conversation around purpose brands, there is a

difference between purpose and authenticity. People reward authenticity.

PURPOSE ≠ AUTHENTICITY

https://unsplash.com/photos/ETRPjvb0KM0


THE FUTURE
OF BRAND
ACTIVISM



THE EVOLUTION OF 
BRAND ACTIVISM

CORPORATE

SOCIAL

RESPONSIBILITY 

The company controlling

risks, meeting the letter of

the law, and doing no

harm

SUSTAINABILITY

Looking for innovation and

growth within those areas

of corporate social

responsibility

BRAND

ACTIVISM

Credible brand activism

cannot exist without

corporate social

responsibility and

sustainability



BRAND ACTIVISM
IS GETTING
BOLDER
Brand activism will evolve into more

commitments where companies are

willing to take the hit and lose

customers to preserve their values.

 

"It’s much more public. It’s much more

high profile. And so, in that sense, I

think perhaps brand activism is

becoming more of a priority than CSR.”

https://unsplash.com/photos/QRKJwE6yfJo


"East Asian countries will probably not accept brand activism because the people

see corporations as controlled by regulation. In the US, people regard corporations

as independent agents with rights and free will as members of society."

 

When the General Manager of the Houston Rockets NBA team tweeted in support of

the Hong Kong protests, outrage exploded in China. The state broadcaster

suspended broadcasts of preseason games in China, and the Rockets’ Chinese

sponsorships were paused and exhibition games were canceled.

A TREND ONLY IN THE US?

https://unsplash.com/photos/nM2WEy42Npg


PROFIT OVER
PURPOSE?
"They're two sides of the same

coin. I don't think you can pick

one over the other. Companies

are made up of human beings and

human beings inherently want to

do good and want purpose."

https://unsplash.com/photos/fEedoypsW_U


IMPLICATIONS
FOR THE FUTURE



NO ONE WANTS TO HEAR FEEL-GOOD
STATEMENTS ABOUT HOW YOU'RE A
RESPONSIBLE COMPANY. SHOW IT.

“Maybe last year, two years
ago, was the era of brand

purpose. I think now we’re in the
era of brand action.”

This statement was made in 2019 before
COVID-19. It is now more true than ever.



"I think there's a greater drive towards

brand activism because the world needs

it. And on the heels of COVID, if we are

not more grossly divided than ever

before, we will come away from this

with a greater sense of collectivism."

A POST-COVID
WORLD FOR
BRANDS

https://unsplash.com/photos/qMrdgxnTfx4


IN SUMMARY...



KEY TAKEAWAYS
 
Corporate social responsibility is the foundation for brand activism, and

without it, brand activism is neither credible nor authentic.

 

Consumers and employees, especially those who are younger, will make

decisions with their dollars according to their own values.

 

Brand activism is difficult to measure, but it does have impact. It affects

profits, raises awareness, provokes discourse, strengthens stakeholder

relationships, and sometimes influences public policy.

 



KEY TAKEAWAYS
 No issue is completely off limits and how a brand takes a stand matters more

than what it takes a stand on.

 

There will always be critics if a brand takes a stand; however, if a brand stays

silent, there will invariably be questions and criticism, so brands must plan

carefully.

 

COVID-19 has irrefutably changed how brands operate in the world. The

brands that have taken action and stood up for their employees and

communities will be remembered and praised. Brands that have pushed out

empty promises and thank yous will fail to garner stakeholder support.



RESEARCH LIMITATIONS
 

Find a more balanced pool of participants between the agency side

and the client side

Use a survey to supplement the research from the in-depth interviews

Assess how brand activism affects financial performance across

brand valuation, stock price, firm profits, and more

Ask participants about brand activism during COVID-19 and how the

role of brands has changed during the crisis and for the future

In the future, I would:

 



A BIG 
THANK YOU

Eunkyu Lee, my thesis advisor

Dr. Regina Luttrell, my thesis reader

Syracuse University and the Renée

Crown University Honors Program

The 10 participants in my research

My friends and family

A big thank you to everyone who helped

me with a project that is rooted in one of

my passions. I couldn't have done it

without any of you:

 

 

 

 

Pictures: Unsplash



WANT TO TALK MORE? 
I'm passionate about all things brands and social

impact, so please feel free to contact me to chat.

EMAIL ADDRESS

kristencawong@gmail.com

WEBSITE

www.kristencwong.com

TWITTER

@kristencwong


